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Abstract: This paper presents the concept of a new laboratory 
educational platform for engineering students in the field of 
industrial automation. System functions are: specification of all 
components of automation system, their interconnections and 
the development, improvement, upload and testing of its 
software. All assumptions and solutions have been confirmed 
by computer simulation and partial hardware implementation. 
The web application implemented for remote laboratory 
management has also been presented.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

One of the main megatrends in modern technology is 
computer integration. Computer integration started in 1970’s 
and will finish about the year 2030. There are many different 
faces of realization of computer integration such as internet, 
computer aided technology, communications, mobile 
communications, smart technology, and many others.  

Computer integration is deseminating and infiltrating in 
many engineering fields including automation. Computer 
integration in automation gives us huge possibilities of acting at 
a distance. Modern industrial automation is primary based on 
microcontrollers and programmable logic controllers. Computer 
integration opens the possibilities of remote usage of 
microcontrollers and programmable logic controllers.  

During the development, in the past, this access was 
focused on the software solutions (Sousa et al., 2010; Garcia-
Zubia et al., 2010; Ferrarer-Simon et al., 2009). Modern 
approach also includes an extension on the access to hardware 
by using Soft-wiring approach between controllers and their 
peripherals.  

In the frame of this project concept of remote design of 
control systems based on microcontrollers and programmable 
logic controllers is developed.  

The target group of users of this system are engineering 
students in the field of automation.  

 
2. PROPOSED CONCEPT 
 

The user of the system has the following possibilities:  

 specification of control units  

 specification of peripheral devices  

 specification of controlled system  

 specification of interconnection between all 
components 

 developing, uploading testing and improvement 
of software  

 
This system includes the following modules: web server, 

system controller (microcontroller and programmable logic 
controller), general usage measuring modules, basic 
microcontroller modules, basic programmable logic controller 
modules, Soft-wiring sytem, LED matrix, seven segment 
displays, seven segment displays in multiplexed mode of 
operation, textual display, remote button module and 
specialized measuring modules.  

2.1 Control units 
The laboratory platform offers two types of system 

controllers: microcontrollers and programmable logic 
controllers. The end user may use any number of the two 
mentioned controller types. 

 
2.2 Peripheral devices 

Peripheral devices include typically used optoelectronic 
components for graphical human machine interfacing. All the 
peripheral devices can be viewed by web camera stream or by 
accessing data from specialized measuring modules. The end 
user can also remotely affect the digital state of the declared 
input pins of any controller by using a specialized remote 
button/switch module. 

 
2.3 Controlled system 

The controlled system state can be simulated by LED 
matrix or outputs from the controller can be directed to the 
electropneumatic components available in the laboratory 
platform. The laboratory platform gives the possibility to 
control any peripheral device by any controller. It also enables 
the user to use multiple controllers for more complex 
applications. For example: the programable logic controller for 
the control of the electropneumatic components and the 
microcontroller to build the user interface and monitoring 
system.  

 
2.4 The “Soft-wiring” system 

This system was designed with the purpose of giving the 
remote laboratory user the possibility to remotely change the 
interconnections between the used controller and its peripherals 
(Zenzerović & Sučić, 2010). This allows the end user to learn 
hardware design of digital systems The main concept of such a 
system is shown in figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The main idea behind the “Soft-wiring” system 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of proposed remote laboratory system 
 

This system is used to interconnect any/all pins of the first 

bus (N bit wide bus “S1” shown on the left of Fig. 1.) to any/all 

pins of the second bus (M bit wide bus “S2” shown on the right 

of Fig. 2.). This system can be implemented in more ways, 

depending on the electrical specifications of the busses. The 

options are relays, multiplexers and demultiplexers, analog 

multiplexers or FPGA devices. The first version of the system 

based only on microcontrollers and their typical peripheral 

devices adopts analog multiplexers to interconnect the two 

busses. This solution was tested and gave positive results. The 

disadvantage of this solution is the number of integrated 

circuits needed to interconnect two 32 bit wide busses, and the 

area needed on PCB boards. The proposed solution uses FPGA 

devices which minimizes the overall cost and area needed for 

PCB design. It also gives the possibility for easy system 

improvements by reprogramming the FPGA firmware.  

 

2.5 Web application 

The web application created to manage all the remote 

laboratory resources and users is hosted on the web server 

(Krišković, 2010). The web application controls the 

programmers for the user accessible microcontroller and 

programmable logic controller. The user can select which 

controllers will be used in the project (microcontroller, 

programmable logic controller or both), and easily interconnect 

their pins to the peripheral modules, by using the implemented 

graphical assistant.  

Both the controllers are connected to general usage 

measuring modules which serve as a multichannel digital 

oscilloscope. Those modules can measure the states of all the 

digital input/output pins of the controllers. The measured data 

can be displayed as virtual light emitting diodes in the web 

application (see fig. 3.). 

Except the mentioned measuring modules the end user can 

see the responces of the system by viewing the feedback video 

streamed from the installed web cameras.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Web application running in experiment mode 

 

3. CONCLUSION 
 

Progress on the work on this project is promising. 

Realization of this project at institutions for technical education 

opens basically new possibilities and quality of education for 

the next generation of engineers in industrial automation.  
 

4. FUTURE WORK 
 

All described system components except electropneumatic 

components have been implemented in hardware. Those 

modules passed the proof of concept stage and will be included 

in the platform in the near future. 
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